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Revelation 
 

Gordon Herbert 
 
So you want to know how to create positive global change? So be it. 
 
“We create with our hearts, with clear vision, clear alignment, and pure love. We are all one, so we 
need to express that in all we do. We cannot leave it till Sunday. It all affects all, what we give out 
affects all, and affects us in return. So how does this affect global change? It affects it directly, by 
entering into the very minds and hearts of others. The affect is “psychic”, for we are intimately 
connected to all others. And by the way, this means we are connected psychically with other 
civilisations in other parts of the universe and in other dimensions. They also are affected and 
consequently interact with you/us. If you think, you will see that this can be positive or negative, as 
what we think (as a people) comes upon us. We attract what we put out, and there are energies from 
higher dimensions (already happening and) ready to interact with you. 
 
“So what to do? You already have the techniques of visualisation, invocation, meditation and prayer, 
so use them. There is no mystery in this. They are simple, effective and practical methods to achieve 
peace and eventual plenty. Use the methods regularly for they are your pathway to that fine 
development that you yearn for. They will transform you and herald a new civilisation, for you must 
change your ways before you can “ascend” in spirit to a new vista of your life. The light must start 
with you. Then it will spread, like Buddha’s candles1, as your light touches all those around you and 
out into the world. The more who do this, the sooner the world will transform into a civilisation of 
light, of comprehension of the wider living entities that are all around us, and of true beauty within. 
 
“Be not afraid, for life is one, it evolves and must change, for the better in God’s loving purpose. Do 
not be concerned about this for that purpose is in your heart and expresses in the very best of all 
things that you can conceive. Doing your best is what matters to God and to all divine and concerned 
beings around you. There is much to do and everyone can take their part, can do that which they love 
most illumined in the divine presence. Make sure you attune to it, free of ego and illusion. Ask for 
that protection if you are unsure, for many is the error made on the path. This is wisdom in learning, 
you do not have to be perfect to do God’s work. The Christ lives in all of you. Allow that divine Life 
to emerge in your consciousness and express in your joy of living. Do not be concerned about 
setbacks or apparent troubles of the world. All is in place and working out according to Law. Just do 
your work in the clear knowledge that you are with God, with Love, with All for the benefit and joy 
of All. You are blessed to be able to know that you are doing this work, for that puts you in a 
beautiful position of enlightened action, and closeness to your divine brothers. 
 
“Be at peace, our blessings grow in beauty within and around you. 
Adonai 
God is with you.” 

                                                
1 “Thousands of candles can be lighted from a single candle, and the life of the candle will not be shortened. 
Happiness never decreases by being shared.”  -  Buddha 
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***** 
This message came to me in response to a request for an article on positive global change. It reveals 
that our own thoughts and actions create the world we live in and that we wish to create. This world 
is revealed, and expresses, from the depths of our own being, and it evolves as we evolve. Any 
change begins with us, and we can work at any or all levels of action.  
 
The message emphasises the power of “spiritual” techniques and self-transformation, as these are the 
bedrock of effectiveness. It emphasises the need to live and work to our highest ideals, in our 
invocations and in our daily round. There are millions around the world who are seeking how to 
make a positive change. We need to recognise that we are a part of this vast movement, contributing 
our psychic light to raise its power for good in the world. The darkness of the lower nature can be 
transformed in the light. This will bring conflict, and this will bring clarification of motives and 
values. Choice will become clearer. We can all choose to do that which we believe will contribute to 
the greater good.  
 
What is different now when compared to previous times is that we need to focus on global benefit, 
for the time and need for global integration is now. It is important not to send negative energy to  
what we may think of as the forces of darkness in our world. Light dissipates darkness. Overcome 
evil with good. Use the techniques to visualise and invoke our world of harmony, love and coherence 
of all positive activities. Have your vision, and work towards it. The divine wisdom is ever present, 
and the enlightened intermediaries are ever willing to work with us to assist our upliftment. If we 
know this, and take part in the ongoing teamwork to raise Earth into a more creative frequency, then 
we will be truly doing our best to bring about positive global change. It can take tens of minutes a 
day, or longer according to your wishes. All is valuable, and all contributes to the living light of our 
world. 
 
Some may wish to focus on “more practical” activities, but the spiritual or wisdom knowledge does 
not preclude these, however we may think of them. In fact they work very well together, as the inner 
must always be expressed in the outer. Without this harmony between the “spiritual” and the 
“practical”, they lose effectiveness. We do what we can in the light of our understanding. The 
spiritual techniques simply open the greater light to flood us with wisdom as we grow into our 
essential Selves. Ultimately, the power and wisdom for positive change comes from our one divinity 
within, that is also without and One in All. Therefore we should seek it and express it, for it hungers 
to teach us how to bring light into the world, and join in the joy of divine creation. Let us transform 
now, in faith and in love, for victory awaits us. 


